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Desalinations System Instruction Manual
Created By MSD P11411

Includes all required materials, equipment and methods for building a Solar Still and CPC that will be
used to desalinate water.
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2 Solar Still
2.1 Components
This is a list of all the different components that must be created and assembled for the Solar Still. Each
of the following sections is broken into these different components in order to make manufacturing of
each component as straight forward as possible.
Basin- Made from stainless steel sheet metal and is the component that holds the water and supports
the glass on the top and bottom
Sides- Made from Acrylic, the sides are also used to support the glass top
Bracket- The bracket is where the water gets fed out of the still
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2.2 Materials
2.2.1

Basin and Bracket
 20 gauge 152.4cm x 101.6cm [60’’ x 40’’] 304 Stainless Steel Sheet
 SolKote Hi/SORB-II Selective Coating Paint 1 Gallon

2.2.2




Sides
Acrylic 111.8cm x 58.4cm x 1.3cm [44’’ x 23’’ x .5’’ ]
Scrap Wood [Table Saw Jig]
200 Grit Sandpaper

2.2.3


Gasket
Neoprene Gasket Material .3cm x 1.3cm x 406.4cm [1/8’’x1/2’’x160’’]

2.2.4






Other
Low Iron Glass 116.8cm x 86.4cm [46’’x34’’]
Nut, Cap Screws, Washer/Sealing Washer Assembly
Float Valve
Through-Wall Compression Fittings .6cm [1/4”]
Silicone Sealant

2.3 Fabrication Tools
2.3.1








Basin and Bracket
Sheet metal Break
Sheet metal Shear
Dead Blow Hammer
Protractor
Bandsaw
TIG Welder
Welding Mask & Gloves

2.3.2





Sides
Table Saw
Band saw
Tape Measure
Drill

2.3.1



Gasket
Utility Knife
Tape Measure

2.3.2 Other
 Caulking Gun
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Phillips head Screwdrivers
Wrench Set

2.4 Manufacturing
2.4.1 Basin and Bracket
1. Cut overall width of still, (including sides of still flattened) using the Break. This is your
overall flattened pattern according to SS_Basin
2. If welding front and back of still on, remove those pieces now from the overall flattened
pattern according to their dimensions on drawing (SS_Basin). If bending and forming
capabilities allow, leave front and rear of still attached to overall flattened pattern.
3. For basin still front(Component 1):
a. Set break to 90 degrees.
b. Bend Component 1 front edge according to line.
c. Set Break to 100 degrees. Bend Component 1 according line.
d. Drill Holes according to (SS_Basin)
4. For basin still rear (Component 2):
a. Set break to 80 degrees.
b. Bend Component 2 according to line (SS_Basin)
c. Drill holes according to (SS_Basin)
5. For Basin body
a. Drill holes according to (SS_Basin)
b. Bend 2'' sides of still basin on remaining sheet metal (Component 3)
6. For Collection Trough
a. Cut scrap SS into shape according to SS_Collection Trough
b. Drill drainage hole in flat pattern
c. Set break to 120 degrees and bend at center of piece
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7. Weld Component 1 and Component 2 onto Basin Body according to (SS_Basin)
a. Wear all necessary safety equipment
b. Clamp pieces being welded

2.4.2 Sides
1. Cut Acrylic Sides to size according to (SS_StillSides)
2. Sand ends to fit into still
3. Position Acrylic sides firmly in still. Mark holes from Basin body and drill.
a. Note: This is necessary due to inconsistencies in welding and bending. By drilling the
still holes to the still body, this guarantees a better fitting bolt when fastened
together. This is critical for a watertight seal.

2.4.3 Gasket
1. Assemble Neoprene gasket according to (SS_Gasket)

2.4.4 Final Assembly
1. Tighten through wall compression fittings into CPC Water Exchange Hole
2. Tighten Float Valve into Float Valve Hole.
3. Align hole from Collection Trough and the pure water drainage hole on front of still
(Previously Component 1) and clamp Component 4 at slight angle (Downhill is the drainage
hole). Leave 1/2'' aligning plug in drainage hole. Mark and Drill holes from SS_Basin onto
Collection Trough.
4. Bolt Collection Trough onto Still Basin
5. Place acrylic back into still. Tighten acrylic along 2'' lips of basin and Basin rear with nut, bolt,
and gasket/washer assembly.
6. Use silicone caulking at this point for any visible gaps.
7. Place Neoprene seal on 1/4'' lip upper lip of still
8. Place Solar Still Glass on top of still
9. Tighten Lower Clamp over glass
10. Tighten Upper Clamp over glass
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3 Compound Parabolic Concentrator (CPC)
3.1 Components
This is a list of all the different components that must be created and assembled for the CPC. Each of
the following sections is broken into these different components in order to make manufacturing of
each component as straight forward as possible.
Collector – This is the envelope that will reflect the solar energy to the receiver.
Tubing Manifold- This is comprised of the receiver tubes that are in the center of each collector and the
tubing connections at each end of the CPC to supply and remove the water from the system.
Frame – This is what allows the CPC to be elevated above the ground. It also is used for transporting the
system.
Outside Box – This is the outside framing for the CPC. It is made to hold the collectors and tubing
manifold in place and protect the collectors from being damaged
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3.2 Materials
3.2.1







Collector
(2) 1.219m X 2.438m X 5.08cm [4’ X 8’ X 2”] Building Insulation
1.219m X 2.438m X 3.81cm [4’ X 8’ X 1.5”] Building Insulation
Elmers Spray Adhesive (foam safe)-SPECIFY
Mylar Sheeting with adhesive back-SPECIFY
Two pieces of at least a 13.97cm X 25.4 cm [5 ½” X 10”] Bass Wood
2” x 50 yd. Metal Repair Tape

3.2.2


















Tubing Manifold
5.1cm x 3.048m [2” x 10’] Type L Copper Pipe (CMC Howell Metal) #7
(6) Threaded Copper Tube Fittings and 5.08cm [2”] Brass NPT to CPVC #11
(6) 5.08cm to 2.54cm [2” to 1”] CPVC Bushing #12
(5) 2.54cm [1”]CPVC 90 Degree Elbows #13
(4) 2.54cm [1”] CPVC Tee Connectors #14
2.54cm x 2.54cm x 1.9cm [1” x 1” x ¾”] CPVC Tee Connector (1 goes on the valve)
2.54cm x 3.048m [1” x 10’] CPVC Pipe #5
1.3cm [½”] Sweat Ball Valve
4 oz Purple Primer (Glue)
4 oz CPVC Orange Cement
20 oz Paste Plumbing Flux
½ lb Plumbing Lead Solder
SolKote® HI/SORB-II Selective Coating Paint 1 gallon
(2) Brass Barbed Hose Fitting( 1.3cm Hose ID .6cm)[1/2” Hose ID x ¼”] #9
(2) 1.3cm [½”] CPVC Threaded Adapter #10
2.54cm [1”] Coupling #8
Type of Sand Paper

3.2.3


Frame
2.54 cm X 2.54cm [1” X 1”] square steel tubing; 0.3175cm [0.125”] wall thickness; 1.829m [6
ft] length
1.905 cm X 1.905 cm [¾” X ¾”] square steel tubing; 0.1524 cm [0.06”] wall thickness;
1.829m [6 ft] length
(8) ¼-20 5.08cm [2”] Bolts and Nuts
16 Washers
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3.2.4










Outside Box
1.3cm [½”] Thick Half Sheet of Plywood - 121.9cm x 121.9cm [48” x 48”]
3.048m [10ft] of 2.54 cm X 5.08cm [1” X 2”] wood
50 #12- 2.54cm [1”] Flat Head Phillips Wood Screw
50 #12- 3.82cm [1.5”] Flat Head Phillips Wood Screw
Black Paint (weather proof)
2.54cm [1”] CPVC Tube
2.54cm x 5.08cm [1” x 2”] Pine Wood Board –Nailer
Dimensions for Glass
Wing bolts?? and plastic latches??

3.3 Fabrication Tools
3.3.1







Collector
Foam Bow-SPECIFY
Ruler
Tape Measurer
Straightedge
Permanent Marker
Variac Power Supply with leads to alligator clips

3.3.2





Tubing Manifold
Painting Spray Gun
Pipe Cutter
Solder
Map Gas torch

3.3.3







Frame
TIG Welder
Power Drill or Drill Press?
13 Piece Drill Bit Set, .0635 cm – 0.1588cm [.25”-1/16”] Range
Horizontal Band Saw
Protractor
L-wrench

3.3.4




Outside Box
Power Drill
13 Piece Drill Bit Set, 0.635cm - 0.1588cm, [.25” – 1/16”] Range
Phillips Head Screw Driver
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Band Saw
Drill Press
5.398cm [2.125”] hole saw blade
2.54cm [1”] hole saw blade
Tape Measurer
3.81cm [1 ½”] paint brush
C-Clamps

3.4 Manufacturing
3.4.1 Collector
Note: All Cuts made to the foam should be done using a foam bow. Directions to do this are
found at the end of this section, please read before proceeding. If the piece of foam is too large
for the foam bow (initially this may be the case) a hand saw may be used to cut smaller pieces. If
this is done, the foam should either be refaced with the foam bow or sanded with a belt sander to
have a smooth clean surface. Also, template for the CPC’s geometry must be used in order to
ensure the envelope shape is correct. Instructions on making the template can be found in this
section as well.
1. In order to work with the foam cut 6 pieces of 3.81 cm [1.5”] thick foam to approximately
38.1cm X 50.8cm [15”X20”] (this may require the hand saw if the foam bow is not large
enough)
2. Repeat this process but this time cut 6 pieces of 5.08 cm [2”] thick foam to approximately
38.1cm X 50.8cm [15”X20”] (this may require the hand saw if the foam bow is not large
enough)
3. Using the foam safe adhesive, glue the 3.81cm [1.5”] thick foam on top of the 5.08cm [2”]
thick foam pieces, creating an 8.89cm [3.5”] thick piece of foam.
4. Place a weight on top of the foam and let it dry for 10 minutes, finished product will look
like the following:

5. For each of the 6 rectangles:
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a. Using a straightedge and a tape measure draw a 24.5cm X 43.18cm [9 2/3” X 17”]
rectangle on the top of the 8.89cm [3.5”] thick foam using a permanent marker

b. Use a foam bow to cut along the marked lines (see end of section for instructions
on using foam bow correctly) Make sure to place a weight on the top of the foam.

c. Mount the bass wood templates to either end of the foam rectangle using T-pins
i. Note: Top of foam should be flush with the templates
d. Using the foam bow, cut along the template (See image below)
i. Note: Two to three people cutting is ideal to insure that the cut is
consistent throughout the length of the trough. Each person at either end
must communicate as to where along the curve they are. For example, “I
am approaching the point in the middle and pulling up towards the top”.
ii. Note: Have the foam bow follow the pattern below and finished product
should closely look like [Figure 2]
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iii. Make sure to keep all scraps from the geometry cut for they will be
needed later on

T-Pins

6. Cut the Mylar into (12) 18.415cm X 43.18cm [7.25” X 17”], two for each collector.
7. Using 2 people; 1 person holds the corners of the Mylar while the other peals the
adhesive backing off the Mylar
8. Starting at the center point of the CPC and working towards the outer edge, lay the Mylar
along the trough geometry of the CPC
a. Do this for both sides of the trough and for all 6 collectors
9. Using the silver tape:
a. Cut (18) 43.18cm [17”] long pieces, approximately 2.54cm [1”] wide (half the
wide of the tape)
b. Cut (24) 18.415cm [7.25”] long pieces, approximately 2.54cm [1”] wide (half the
wide of the tape)
10. For Each of the 6 Collectors:
a. Using 4 of the 18.415cm [7.25”] long pieces , peal the adhesive backing off the tape and
place on the ends of the CPC (2 for each end), folding these pieces over to the ends of
the CPC.
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i. Note: It may be easier to make small cuts along the tape, after it has been stuck
to the Mylar, in order to fold it over smoothly (see image above).
b. Using 1 of the 43.18cm [17”] long pieces, peal the adhesive backing off the tape and
place down the center of the CPC, covering the gap between pieces of Mylar.
c. Using 2 of the 43.18cm [17”] long pieces, peal the adhesive backing off the tape and
place on the top of the CPC, folding this piece over onto the top of the CPC.

3.4.1.1 Instructions for using a Hot Wire to Cut Foam Insulation
SAFETY NOTES:






Safety glasses and masks should be worn at all times
The foam and wire are both very sensitive; too much power will cause the wire to become
overly hot (glowing red) and snap. This can cause burns, make sure when the power
supply is turned on that it is done slowly and stopped as soon as the wire begins to cut
the foam
At all times, one person should be controlling the power supply while another person
guides the bow
Cut slowly, moving too fast will cause uneven cuts; however, leaving the hot wire in any
one place for too long will cause the foam to melt. This timing is all dependent upon the
wire and power going through it.

1. Attach alligator clips to either side of the wire on the bow
2. Plug in the alligator clips to the power supply NOTE: Make sure the power supply is off
when this is done. From this point on do not touch the wire between the alligator clips
3. Place the wire where you would like to cut on the foam
4. Turn the power supply on SLOWLY increasing the power until the wire begins to cut the
foam. Once the wire begins to cut stop increasing the power.
5. Guide the wire (this may take more than one person) along the line that you wish to cut
3.4.1.2 Making the Templates for CPC Shape
3.4.2

Tubing Manifold

3.4.2.1 Copper Pipes:

1. Using a pipe cutter, cut the 5.1cm x 3.048m [2” x 10’] Type L Copper Pipes into 3
sections into 88.9cm [35”]
2. Using the map gas torch and solder, swear the 5.08cm [2”] threaded fittings onto each
end of the copper pipes
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3. Polish the copper pipes using (WHAT KIND OF SAND PAPER), with the exception of the
fittings. This will allow the SolKote ® paint to adhere correctly.
4. Using a spray gun and the proper ventilation, paint all three tubes.
o Note: This must be done within 8 hours of polishing them. Place aside being
careful not to touch the paint and allow 24 hours to set.
3.4.2.2 Top: (Figure B)

Pipe 1

Pipe 2

Pipe 3

1. The top manifold is put together AFTER the assembling the collector and the outside
box. This is to ensure that all tubing connections fit before cementing them together.
2. Take 3 #12’s and attach each #11
3. Cut #5 into 3 pieces about 3.81cm [1 ½”] long pieces and connect to each #12
4. Take 2 #13’s and connect to #5 of pipe 1 and pipe 3
5. Take #14 and fit to #5 of pipe #2 as shown in the figure above
6. Cut #5 to length that completes the manifold between part #13 and #14 of pipe 1 and
pipe 2
7. Cut 2 #5’s to length in combination with another part #14 that completes the manifold
between part #13 and #14 of pipe 2 and pipe 3
8. Cement the manifold using the purple primer and the orange cement once the box is
completed and allow to dry for 24 hours
9. Are we missing the part that goes to the 1” CPVC ??
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3.4.2.3 Bottom: (Figure A)

Pipe 3

Pipe 2

Pipe 1

10. The bottom manifold is also put together AFTER the assembling the collector and the
outside box. This is to ensure that all tubing connections fit before cementing them
together.
11. Take 3 #12’s and attach each #11
12. Cut #5 into 3 pieces about 3.81cm [1 ½”] long pieces and connect to each #12
13. Take 2 #13’s and connect to #5 of pipe 1 and pipe 3
14. Take #14 and fit to #5 of pipe #2 as shown in the figure above
15. Cut #5 to length that completes the manifold between part #13 and #14 of pipe 2 and
pipe 3
16. Cut 2 #5’s to length in combination with another part #14 that completes the manifold
between part #13 and #14 of pipe 1 and pipe 2
17. Keep manifold assembled and wait to cement until box is completed
18. Do I have the pipes label correctly?
3.4.3 Frame
1. Cut the 2.54 X 2.54cm [1” X 1”] into the following lengths:
a. (4) 33.02cm [13”] pieces
b. (2) 73.66cm [29”] pieces
c. (2) Smaller pieces for the legs to fit into?
2. Cut the 1.905cm x 1.905cm [¾” x ¾”] square tubing into the follow lengths:
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a. (2) _____ pieces
3. Using a TIG Welder, weld the two 33.02cm [13”] pieces to one 73.66 cm [29”] piece to
create two bar angles as shown in CPC_Frame_Bar drawing in the Appendices.
4. Using the TIG Welder, weld the two smaller pieces to one bar at a 33 degree angle as
shown in the CPC_Frame drawing in the Appendices.
5. Using a drill press, drill holes on both frames according to CPC_Frame_Bar in the
Appendices.
a. DYLAN FINISH THIS SECTION?

3.4.4 Outside Box
1. Cut one half sheet of plywood based on the diagram below: (include blade width?)

Dimensions from Bottom Left in Metric Units

Resulting in the following:
a. Bottom: (1) 0.76m X 0.89 m [30” X 35”]
b. Side: (2) 0.14m X 0.89 m [5.5” X 35”]
c. End: (2) 0.14m X 0.76 m [5.5” X 30”]
2. Cut the 2.54 cm X 5.08cm [1” X 2”] piece of wood to the following lengths using a band
saw:
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a. (2) 87.63cm [34.5”]
b. (2) 18.415cm [7.25”]
c. (2) 44.133cm [17.375”]
3. Mark and Drill holes shown in CPC_Box_ Bottom drawing under the Appendices.

4. Mark and Drill holes for both side pieces according to the CPC_Box_Side drawing under
the Appendices.
5. Mark and Drill the holes for both end pieces according to the CPC_Box_End drawing
under the Appendices.
6. Clamp both end pieces together and using a 5.398cm [2 1/8”] hole saw and a 2.54cm [1”]
hole saw drill all for holes using a drill press according to the CPC_Box_End drawing under
the Appendices.

7. Using a Band Saw cut two lines tangential to the outer curve of each hole to allow a Ushape as shown in the CPC_Box_End drawing under the Appendices.
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i. Note: Save the pieces that were cut off from the tangential vertical cuts, they
will be used in the Final Assembly of the CPC
8. Cut the Nailers so that the following pieces are made:
i. (2)
ii. (2)
iii. (2)
9. Place Nailers on the Bottom Piece making sure that on the outside edge there is exactly
1.27cm [0.5”] Final assembly will look like the image below:

Space
for 1”
CPVC
Pipe

10. Using the #12 -2.54cm [1”] screws, attach all the nailers according to the pre-drilled holes
11. Using eight ¼-20 bolts and sixteen washers, attach the Frame to the bottom piece per the
marked holes using an L wrench.
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a. Note: Make sure the bolts and washers are on the inside of the square tubing so
that the CPC will be able to lie flat when stored on the bottom of the cart
12. Attach the legs (1.905 cm X 1.905 cm [¾” X ¾”] square steel tubing) to the frame and
stand up to make sure that the legs are level and the frame is securely attached.

13. Remove the legs to finish assembling
14. Attach the two sides pieces using the #12 -3.81cm [1.5”] screws, following the pre drilled
holes

15. Using the 5.08 cm [2”] thick foam, cut two pieces to the following dimensions:
a. 18.415cm X 78.74cm [7.25” X 31”]
b. 44.133cm X 78.74cm [17.375” X 31”]
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16. Cut the 2.54cm [1”] CPVC tubing to a length of 129.54 cm [51”]
17. Place the two pieces of foam and the CPVC tubing in the base of the box to ensure a good
fit (as shown below):

18. Place the CPC Collectors on top of the foam and tubing, making sure the troughs align
correctly with one another and the three troughs fit together correctly
19. Attach the two end pieces using the #12 -3.81cm [1.5”] screws, following the pre drilled
holes.
a. Leave everything in the box when this is done, if all measurements are correct the
CPC Collectors will fit exactly in the box and it will be very difficult to make them
fit after the ends are attached (make sure the CPVC tubing gets fed through the
2.54cm [1”] holes at the end correctly)
3.4.5 Final Assembly
1. Using the silver tape, tape over the seams in the CPC Collectors (between each of the
troughs and down the center seam)
2. Place all three copper tubes into each collector trough
3. Attach the top and bottom tubing manifolds to the extruding copper pipes
4. Ensure that everything lines up and cement the tubes of the manifold together
5. Wipe the reflective Mylar of the CPC trough to rid the surface of any dirt or particles
residing on it after construction
6. Take those tangential pieces from step 7 of 3.4.3 and place over the copper pipes
7. Secure using _______
8. Place the ___ x ____ glass on top of the collectors securing it inside the outside box.
9. Secure using _______ (latches and wing nuts)
10. Take a can of black wood paint and paint the entire box and frame
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4 Appendices
4.1 Drawings for Solar Still
4.1.1

Basin and Bracket
4.1.1.1 SS_Basin
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4.1.1.2 Bracket

4.1.2

Sides
4.1.2.1 SS_StillSides
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4.1.3

Gasket
4.1.3.1 SS_Gasket
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4.1.4

Final Assembly

4.2 Drawings for Compound Parabolic Concentrator (CPC)
4.2.1

Collector
4.2.1.1 Foam Stencil
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4.2.2

Tubing Manifold (none)

4.2.3

Frame
4.2.3.1 CPC_Frame_Bar
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4.2.3.2 CPC_Frame
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4.2.4

Outside Box

4.2.4.1 CPC_Box_Bottom
(CAN WE GET IT NOT PINK?)

4.2.4.2 CPC_Box_Side
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4.2.4.3 CPC_Box_End
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4.2.5

Final Assembly

